Beginner's French II
FRE 102

Instructors:
Johnny Laforêt, Course Head

The main objective of this course is to enable you to achieve intermediate communication proficiency in French. All four skills: listening, speaking, reading and writing will be actively practiced in realistic communicative situations, through a variety of activities designed to help you strengthen newly acquired vocabulary and grammatical structures. You will learn to talk about events and people, construct narratives in French and develop reading and writing skills that will be a foundation for literacy in the target language. There is a wide use of authentic material from France and the Francophone world throughout the course.

Prerequisites and Restrictions: FRE 101. The afternoon section of FRE 102 (C05) will focus on reading skills, in addition to oral communication, and is limited to graduate students.

Other Information: Offered every Spring term. Classes are conducted in French. After FRE 102, students complete their language requirement by taking FRE 107 in the fall semester immediately following. Also see FRE 107 on the Departmental website. PLEASE NOTE: C05 is limited to Graduate Students.